
Third European Industrial and Technical Heritage Weekend
Barcelona - Terrassa, 24-25-26.10.2008

Entry Form (PLEASE FILL OUT IN BLOCK LETTERS) 

NAME : 

* member of / * officially representing (* strike out what does not apply)

ASSOCIATION / INSTITUTE : 

ADDRESS : 

POSTAL/ZIP CODE:                           TOWN:                             COUNTRY: 

PHONE:                FAX:

E-MAIL: 

WEBSITE: 

G I will take part in ‘Industrial Heritage 2008' in Barcelona-Terrassa
G as member I transfer the ‘solidarity fee’ of 25 euro into the E-FAITH bank account
G as non-member I transfer the ‘solidarity fee’ of 35 euro into the E-FAITH bank account
at the KBC-bank, account n/ 462-7331701-51, IBAN BE75 4627 3317 0151,  BIC KREDBEBB

G I will present a paper on: 

(title:)

I have read the conditions and I understand that the maximum speaking time allowed is 15
minutes and I add hereby a short presentation of my speech (max. 10 lines) in the language of
the reading. I will also deliver to the secretariat, as soon as possible and not later than October
1st, a summary of my speech (max. 1500 words) in the language of the reading, AND max. 200
words in another language.

 I do not pay the 35 or 25 euro - but I will participate at the reduced rate of 17,50 euro

G I will take part in the guided visit to the Water Museum in Barcelona on Sunday October 26th 

G I will present a poster during the meeting, and I will need a hanging surface of ...... x ...... cm

G I would like to present a small exhibition about 

 

and for this purpose I need a ground surface of .... x .... m. 
I have read the conditions on the website of E-FAITH and I agree.

G I would like to organise an information or sales desk, please provide a table and a chair for this
purpose.

G I agree that the organisers cannot be held responsible in case of damage to or theft of the
exhibited goods, posters or other exhibited materials. By expressing the intention of exhibiting
something you agree implicitly to this clause.

Place and date : 

Name: 

Stamp and signature: 

Please return this entry form as soon as possible to the address below:
E-FAITH / Industrial Heritage 2008

Vredelaan 72
B-8500   Kortrijk (Flanders - Belgium)

fax +32.56.255173
2008@e-faith.org

mailto:2008@e-faith.org
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